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FEDERAL RESERVE'S SECOND MONETARY
POLICY REPORT FOR 1987

THURSDAY, JULY 23, 1987

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON BANKING, HOUSING, AND URBAN AFFAIRS,

Washington, DC.
The committee met at 10:05 a.m. in room SD-538, Dirksen

Senate Office Building, Senator William Proxmire (chairman of the
committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Proxmire, Riegle, Dixon, Sasser, Shelby,
Graham, Garn, Heinz, D'Amato, Bond, and Karnes.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN PROXMIRE
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
This morning we are here to listen to the second report for the

year on the Federal Reserve monetary policy and this is a different
kind of a hearing because, as I understand it, Mr. Chairman, this
may be the last time we will have an opportunity to have you come
before us. I certainly hope not. I hope you will be able to come back
before you leave office and I certainly hope that after you do leave
office you will give us the benefit of your great experience and
your wisdom because I'm sure we will need it.

Now I would like to just also ask you, maybe after you have com-
pleted your remarks, if you could give us your advice on how the
banking committees of the Congress and the Congress itself can
work more effectively with the Federal Reserve Board in the
future. You can look back on it now with 8 years of experience and
while I think we have had a very good relationship and a very pro-
ductive relationship, and I think the Federal Reserve Board has
done a fine job, I think it can be improved.

One of the areas that concerns me is the selection of Governors
of the Board. As I understand it, the Governors of the Board are
paid something like $82,500 and you're paid $89,500. Other people
in positions that are far less demanding and authoritative are paid
substantially more in the Federal Reserve System itself.

I think if we're going to be able to attract the most competent
people in the country to serve on this extraordinarily important
Board, we're going to have to pay them better. You get what you
pay for.

I also think I'd like to hear your views on the possibility of
having some kind of a modification of the present method of select-
ing Board members. The constitution requires, of course, that the
President makes the appointments and he should have that capa-

(l)
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bility. On the other hand, it is very important that we have a situa-
tion where the Chairman of the Board is able to provide effective
leadership and in order to do that it seems to me that the Chair-
man ought to have some kind of input on the selection of Board
members.

This is no reflection on the people who are on the Board now.
There are a number of people who are extremely well qualified.
There is no way we can constitutionally require the President to
modify his power. On the other hand, it seems to me that if the
Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board would be required to com-
ment to the Congress, to the Banking Committee, on the nominees,
it would be an exacting, difficult, painful position because he would
have to work with the people who were appointed, but on the other
hand, if he could somehow find a way of giving the committee his
views, because as you know, it's almost automatic. It's been a long,
long time since anybody has been rejected for the Board.

We are not in a position to appraise the qualifications of the
people without the advice of the Chairman and without his giving
us some indication of how that would affect his ability to do his job
as Chairman of the Board.

So I think that if we could get your views on that—I'm asking a
lot I know—but you don't have to worry about serving on the
Board a great deal longer with the people—nobody is going to be
appointed before you leave I'm sure or confirmed, so I would hope
you could help us with that.

Maybe the length of the term should be changed somehow, but I
think a situation where one person is able to appoint all the mem-
bers of the Board is not what Congress had in mind when they in
their wisdom set up the Federal Reserve Board, and if there is
some way we can change those terms or the length of the terms, I
think that that would be very helpful to hear that, too.

Needless to say, as I've said many times and others have said
and you heard it in the House and you will hear it here I'm sure
this morning from others as well as myself, you have done a really
marvelous job. We are in your debt. You have been a great figure
in American finance at a time of real trouble and complexity. So go
right ahead.

STATEMENT OF PAUL A. VOLCKER, CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF
GOVERNORS, FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Mr. VOLCKER. Well, Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your comments
and I'm not going to be able to answer all of your very difficult
questions to my satisfaction or to your satisfaction, but I will try to
make some comments about them.

On the substance of my testimony, you have not encouraged long
written statements in the past. I have a statement which I would
like to submit for the record.

What we actually decided upon at the Open Market Committee
of course has been announced for several days and is no longer
news. We didn't change any of these ranges for this year, and we
made a small reduction for next year in the M2 and M3 ranges,
and that's the guts of our decision making in July.
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I conclude my statement by pointing out areas where I think
some considerable progress has been made. We begin to restore a
better balance to the economy with an improvement in the real
trade balance which now seems to be in train.

We had a lower rate of increase in domestic consumption which I
think is good because that's been part of the imbalance—we've
been consuming too much—if it is replaced by other sources of
strength, and so far it has been on the external side, and the em-
ployment situation has continued to improve.

We have a considerable improvement in the budgetary situation
this year. I think we have a better situation in the exchange mar-
kets. We certainly have some international consensus and the
international debt situation has continued to evolve in a reasonable
way amid a lot of strains.

I think the crucial thing is that faced with a bulge which is inev-
itable in prices in the first half of this year due to oil, due to the
exchange rate question, can we get through that bulge and restore
more stability in the future?

The omens are good on the wage-cost side. That's terribly impor-
tant, but of course it will require eternal vigilance on the monetary
policy side as well.

There is a list I could make of problems and difficulties and risks
and, indeed, I make such a list in my statement. That includes the
fact that the budget may look better this year, but unless we get
through this political impasse, it will relapse in future years.

The internal debt situation doesn't make me entirely happy and
there are other matters that pose real risks. So there's going to be
a lot to do.

I do make a little plea at the end of my statement along the lines
of your opening remarks about the importance of the independence
of the Federal Reserve and the manning of the Federal Reserve. I
don't know whether at this stage you want me to make a stab at
some of those questions you raised straight off the top of my head
and begin a dialog here.

The Chairman. I certainly do. I think it would be very helpful. I
would like very much to hear it.

[The complete prepared statement of Paul A. Volcker follows:]
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before you as Chairman of the Federal Reserve Bsard in

connection with the semi-annual review jf monetary policy.

(on have the atficinl Kepc-rt of Che Board of Governors

Oefjre you arid I will t?e blessedly Drief in touching upon

som^ of the Tflftin points.

As you know, the economy has continued t:> grow this

year, carrying the expansion well into its fifth year. At

the same time, however, the inflation rate has accelerated

A change in. that direction had been widely anticipated

in response to the rebound in oil prices and the depreciation

of the dollar. Hevei-theless, the size and pervasiveness of

the pric£ increases — which have included cnany nan—encECJy

watevials as well as services -- affected the psychology

and expectations in financial markets, particularly in hpril
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and early -lay. Recurrent con;-e::i

nationally alsT at times affected the irojd jf rionje<5ti

and interest rates rose rather snarly fir a time.

Through the parly pan: of the year, Federal Re

As reported earlier, however, beginning in late April

definite but modeat steps were taken to increase reserve

help calm concerns about the future course of the dollar

and inflation.

retraced part of the earlier rise. However, lang-term

interest rates and prices of sensitive commodities, some

of which had been deeply depressed, remain well above the

levels of earlier this year.

The approach of the Federal Reserve toward the prc

of reserves has not changed since May. However, growth i

ft reduction in the -at-e of growth of tlo^ aggreyates from

and tlesirert b/ tlio Fede'-a'. Otien Market Comirittee, as reported

to you in February. Howevec, it is also true that, with

appropriate growth of the aggregates have became both more

difficult and mort dependent on prevailing economic arid

For that reason, the Committee did not set forth a

particular target range to; Ml this /ear in February. That,

judgment was reaffirmed at the meeting earlier this month.

The Committee decided not to chanye those ranges for 1967.

In doing so, however, there was agreement that, depending on
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may well remain appropriate.

In judging appropriate monetary growth during the

be tafcen of Che apparent increase in the sensitivity of demands

for money, and for money-like assets, to absolute and relative

changes ir, s^arfcet interest rates. Interest rates administered

By institutions, especially those on transactions accounts,

can be paid on demand deposits]. At the same time, the cost

at into and out ot market, instruments, has greatly diminished.

Experience suggests that, as a result of these factors, demand

than normally as msrket rates fall, as during 1985 and 1986.

Those differences in growth rates in money will tend to be

changes in economic activity or prices.

That sensitivity of velocity to chatigee in interest

rates makes it more difficult to judge the appropriate rate

national performance of the dollar have at times had

the tightening of reserve availability in the spring was
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of the dollar. That judgment is, as you Know, shared with the

Admin istration and Ihs finance ministers and central bank

governors of other leading industrialized countries.

Locking ahead to 1988, the Open Market Committee decided

percent to 5-8 percent, while recognizing the inevitable

the target ranges clearly appeared appropriate in recognition

increases foreseen for tit is year not become a base for a renewed

inflationary process. The appropriate range for 1983 fill, of

More broadly, poiiey has to Be judged against progress

taward the more basic goals of growth and stability -- and

be

sustained withaut the )arter. fn the same time, now and far

same years ahead, we will need t.J worV to narrow and ultjmateiy

correct the large imbalances in oui: internal and external economic

positions -- adjustments that nec^sssri 3y have implications tor

the policies and prospects of other countries as well. What is

aC issue t9 whether we can make those necessary adjustments while

sustaining progress toward the broader gJals,

In some areas, developments in the past six months have

been ^tron^ly encjvi-aging in that respect.

— The evidence by now is pretty clear that, in real

terms, our trade balance is improving, even in the

face of continuing sluggjsh growth, high unemployment

and excess capacity abroad.

While growth in domestic consumption has slowed --

one essential part of the aij just merit process -- the

expansion of domestic output and employment has been

well maintained/ and unemployment, at close to 6 percent.
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has dropped to the lowest level in this decade.

Manufacturing has picked up arid prospects tot-

bus mess investment may be improving.

Helped by sn?"e large unanticipated capital gains

apparently be driven even below earlier expectatioris,

and thus very 5\*bstaT\ti al iy below the fiscal 1986 level.

agreed upon the desirability af greater exchange

rate stability but appear to Be working more effectively

to that and.

In another- are? demanding a h igh level of i n t e r n a t i o n a l

cjof>erat . ion, the basic appi-oacf. i-ir daaling wi th tile

uf cen t r a l i m p o r t a n c e , there has been o o n r . i n u i n g

e v i d e n c e ot res t ra in t and (Jis^ipline an easts and wage* in

nuch of A m e r i c a n i n d u s t r y , o f f e r i n g the prospect of lc>wer rate

if i n f l a t i o n in the m o n t h s ahead. Ovor tiire. that mus t he an

;oni[Jet i t i w n e s s as w e l l as i n r e s to r ing d o m e s t i c s t a b i l i t y

a f t e r tlitr bu ly^ in prices t h i s year .
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s_. detiendenr. 0:1 otf ter poJp2s?'s capital. Despi te the Bett

t h a n reduced and the p o l i t i c a l impasse £ver do ing ^J i r r s f^ j

about it a p p a l c n t ly r e m a i n s . In Che c i t eamstances , tht

en a r .m-Rudman-Hol l ingS ta rge ts are t h r ea t en ing to become

pio in the s k y .

appears to have slewed f u r t h e r th i s year , working against th<?

among J i ip in , Wes te rn t lur^pe and the U n i t e d States

,->£ trie Fei jeral Reserve System w i t h i n the overa l l f r a m e w o r k ol

governcnertt . The long Tierms of n^emhets of the BoaL'd of

Govern.Qi"5( the p a r t i c i p a t i o n of the R e g i o n a l Fede roS Resei'v*?

B^nlis in the policy process, o-JT Dudge-tsty autonomy? and the

ptoSessionalixit. ot uur s t d f f are all, des igned to provide

par t i san or pa^Si ng1 poli t ical pre-ss^i^es.

be equa t ed to i so la t ion , ant i pa r t i cu la r ly i s^lat i .m f r o m

r e o r t i n g and acr j u n t ^ h i l X t y to tha Conyress and !r^> t?ie publ ic .
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our approaches, and out problems in dealing witli a complicated,

changing economic: environment. And I tfant to express my

appreciat ion as well for the many courtesies you haue

extended me personally over these past eight years as we

have worked together tn foster economic s t a b i l i t y and

growth.
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Mr. VOLCKER. You asked for advice on how to work more effec-

tively with the Congress. I am in the position of having made a
little talk yesterday at Arthur Burns' memorial service. One of the
things I called attention to there was the effort that he had made—
and I realize that was largely in cooperation—I used the word coop-
eration—with you, consultation, sometimes antagonism I suspect,
in working out the present reporting relationship. In fact, that is
the legislation under which provisions I am appearing today and
you are appearing today.

My feeling is that that has worked pretty effectively and that is
a pretty good balance between our responsibilities to the Congress,
our responsibilities to the public, both for information, for consulta-
tion, for accountability, and retaining the basic discretion that I
think inherently has to lie in the central bank and in the Federal
Reserve. And I don't have any particular suggestions as to how
that can be improved.

I think going through this process twice a year at least, a mini-
mum of twice a year, is about the right intervals. When something
comes up, obviously we can always be called upon to testify and ex-
plain.

I think the Federal Reserve has always tried to be fulsome and
straightforward in response to inquiries we get from the Congress
about factual or policy matters and it certainly should be. So I'm
not sure that I have any new suggestions to make there.

SALARIES ARE A PROBLEM

You raised a question of pay and you say you get what you pay
for. I'm in the peculiar position of hoping that you got a little more
than you paid for in the last round, but I do think that salaries are
a problem.

I am very conscious of the fact that it's very hard to do some-
thing about Federal Reserve Governors' salaries where you have
this anomaly that the Governors get less than some of the people
in the banks and the staff members. It's very difficult to do some-
thing about that and there are other incentives without raising
questions about pay in Washington generally, which is a problem.
But if you are able and willing to take some initiative with Gover-
nors' salaries, I would obviously be warmly in support of that be-
cause I think there is a point when the salary should not be an in-
hibition on good people coming to Washington. I'm afraid it is now,
depending upon the financial circumstances that they are individ-
ually in. And that should not be the kind of consideration that
deters you and the President from getting the right kind of people.
So I certainly think something should be done there.

There is a small point on the method of selection that is an old
point, but I just bring it to your attention. There is a requirement
that each of the Governors come from different Federal Reserve
districts, which is fine except if it was an inhibition when it came
time to appoint the Chairman. I think it would really be a ridicu-
lous situation if the President in looking around the country and
had to appoint a new Chairman could not appoint the man he
wanted to appoint and you couldn't approve the person you wanted
to approve because he happened to come from a Federal Reserve
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district that was already filled by another Governor. That's a
rather technical change, but I wish you could find a vehicle some-
time for making that change.

We have discussed before the appropriate term of the Chairman,
as opposed to the Governors, and I have taken the position—you've
expressed some doubt I know in the past that there may not be any
ideal time to appoint a Chairman, but it's always seemed to me
that about the best time would be about a year after a President
took office, not to force that appointment right when he's taking
office in the midst of a lot of other political appointments, but rea-
sonably early in his term. I would continue to think that that's a
good idea.

I don't know what you can do about the terms of the Governors
themselves. If you're worried about the independence of the Board
and one President appointing the whole Board of Governors, which
I think it's true was not the design of the Federal Reserve System
with the 14-year terms we have now. I could hardly conceive of
making those terms longer and that is not the problem, of course.
What has happened now, by combination of events, is you have had
a series of resignations. It wasn't anything to do with the terms of
the Governors and you can't force people into indentured servitude
when you put them on the Board of Governors, so I don't know
how you can deal with that problem by technical changes in the
law.

COMMENTING ON FUTURE APPOINTMENTS

I must say I shudder at your proposal that a Chairman would
have to come up here and write a letter to the committee com-
menting on a Presidential appointment of a future colleague. It
seems to me a position that I hardly imagine a Chairman would
want to be in. If he consulted with anybody, I would think he
should consult at an earlier stage in the nomination process, which
would mean with the President rather than with the Congress. I
think at that stage it would be too late in a sense even if he had
strong feelings about it.

I don't know what the constitutional inhibitions would be on re-
quiring that kind of consultation, but as a matter of practice—I
don't think it takes a question of law—as a matter of practice, I
think it's a good idea and not always observed.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I understand that and when I asked that
question I was just as concerned as you are. It would be extraordi-
narily difficult for a Chairman of the Board if somebody was ap-
pointed and he doesn't think they are qualified or doesn't think
that they would provide the kind of balance and so forth that
would make it possible for the Chairman to serve as effectively as
the Chairman for him to say so publicly would make it more diffi-
cult.

But your proposal for advance consideration is something I think
we ought to explore. I think it's varied with Presidents. I think
when Arthur Burns was Chairman of the Board, I had the feel-
ing—perhaps it was wrong, but I had the feeling that he had a lot
to say about who was going to be appointed. He was consulted. Per-
haps he took the initiative and persuaded the President to consult
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with him. One way or another, the President seemed to do that and
I think Martin may also, although I wasn't as familiar with the
Martin situation as with the Burns situation—at any rate, it is so
important that the Chairman have Governors with whom he can
work, Governors in whom he has confidence. This is such a vital,
vital position. As I say, I think it's underpaid and I think it's ex-
traordinarily important that we get people who will work with the
Chairman so the Chairman can have a coherent, cohesive, consist-
ent leadership position.

It's very hard when you have a situation when the Chairman
and the Members can't agree. You've gone through it. Obviously
you can't discuss that and I know you won't and perhaps you
shouldn't.

But if you could give us some kind of guidance on some way that
we could work this out I would appreciate it.

Mr. VOLCKER. I am not at all sure this is a kind of problem you
can or should handle in a legislative way. Obviously problems can
arise, but you have a basic dual question I think in any board. I
think a Chairman needs a certain amount of room, as you suggest.
He should have good relationships if he can with the rest of the
Board Members. He's got to have room for a little initiative and all
the rest.

On the other hand, in the end, the other Members are there
partly to act as a check on the Chairman if he goes off the deep
end, so to speak. I think that is why you have a board in the first
place. You have a Board because you don't want to give everything
to the Chairman and I think that's appropriate in this area.

How you have a precise balance between preserving some room
for initiative and coherence—I would emphasize the word you used,
coherence of policy, which you sometimes can't get in a board of
people appointed by different people and all exactly equal—is the
issue. How you get some coherence but nonetheless have the
strength on the Board as a whole that acts as—in the last analysis,
a good Board will act as more than this, but as a minimum—some
kind of a check upon an excessive amount of discretion or initiative
by a chairman is the question. You can't legislate that balance. It's
going to be worked out differently in every Board of Governors.

I don't even know what the language in the present Federal Re-
serve Act exactly means and I don't think any other Board
Member does. I don't remember the exact language, but it's some-
thing about the Chairman has executive responsibility for the ad-
ministration—that's not exactly the right language, but it's some
words to that effect, and I don't think anybody has ever known ex-
actly what that meant in terms of his actual authority over the
staff and over Board assignments and all the rest. But it seems to
work, and I don't know how you legislate it any more precisely.

FORECAST A SLOW GROWTH OF THE ECONOMY

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you this, Mr. Chairman. Your state-
ment indicates the Open Market Committee has reduced the 1988
money growth targets by one-half of a percentage point in their
current levels. You also forecast a rather slow growth of the econo-
my.
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Was this decision arrived at unanimously or were there dissents?
Mr. VOLCKER. I think there was one dissent for the target for

next year.
If I may say, you commented about rather slow growth of the

economy and I think that's a common impression, but there is
more than one way to look at economic growth. We've had a pretty
good growth in employment and a pretty good decline in unemploy-
ment and that all raises a question the answer to which is not to-
tally clear—how fast can you grow?

If we had had much faster growth and presumably much more
rapid decline in unemployment and increase in employment, would
that have been sustainable? Would that have been a situation that
is really congruent with the aims of stability and sustainability
over a period of time? I'm not so sure.

The problem, of course, is that productivity has been so low in
the nonmanufacturing sector of the economy, if you believe the fig-
ures—and I'm not sure I quite believe them. We are getting no pro-
ductivity growth essentially in the nonmanufacturing sector of the
economy. But if the difficulty is the numbers, that means we are
understating the GNP growth and it wouldn't look so relatively
low as you described it.

The CHAIRMAN. Can you tell us who dissented and why?
Mr. VOLCKER. I don't think I have gotten into these names in the

past and I don't think I want to create a new dissenter.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Can you tell me why the dissent?
Mr. VOLCKER. Well, I think, as I recall it, the dissent was not to

lower—the sense of the dissent was not to lower the range at all at
this time anyway.

The CHAIRMAN. Why did they dissent?
Mr. VOLCKER. Because they presumably didn't want the range

lowered. Now there was a lot of discussion at the meeting as to
whether to lower the range more than that and it was decided, as I
said in my statement, we would lower by a half now and take an-
other close look at it next January or February.

The CHAIRMAN. They didn't give any other reason except they
just thought it ought not to be lower?

Mr. VOLCKER. Well, I presume that's tied in with some judgment
about where the economy is going and where inflation is going and
all the rest, but that's true of everybody voting. Everybody else
looking at those facts decided that they wanted it lowered by at
least a half.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Garn.
Senator GARN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Volcker, I have a prepared statement I'd just ask

unanimous consent that it be placed in the record.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, so ordered.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR JAKE GARN
Senator GARN. Chairman Volcker, I want to once again state

publicly my great admiration for the job you have done as chair-
man of the Federal Reserve's Board of Governors.

Under your leadership the Fed's monetary policy has made sig-
nificant contributions toward the economic achievements of recent
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years. Among those achievements is an economic expansion that
will soon become the longest peacetime expansion in the postwar
period.

You have also been one of the loudest and most consistent voices
calling for action on the Federal budget deficit. No one has made a
more persuasive case than you for the dangers to our economy of
Congress' failure to act on that deficit.

Your contributions, however, have not been only in the realm of
monetary policy. You have also been one of the strongest advocates
of efforts to assure that our financial institutions remain strong
and competitive.

To that end, you have urged Congress to expand the range of
products and services that banks can offer to their customers; you
have recommended paying interest on the reserves that financial
institutions must keep on deposit with the Federal Reserve; and
you have opposed legislated capital requirements of loan-loss re-
serve requirements for financial institutions.

Chairman Volcker, your contributions have truly been legion.
Mr. VOLCKER. Thank you very much.
Senator GARN. I would simply say to you that as this is your last

hearing before this committee as Chairman of the Federal Reserve
Board, I would just like to compliment you not only on the job that
you have done over the last 8 years during a very, very difficult
period of time—not only for that, but for your cooperation with me
when I was chairman of this committee, with Chairman Proxmire,
and with the entire committee. I'm sure I speak for the present
committee members and many that have come and gone on this
committee over the last 8 years.

Although we have not always agreed with you, I think the re-
spect has been unanimous on both sides of the aisle and we think
that you have done a superb job under very difficult circumstances.

So we wish you well as you proceed to whatever you will be
doing. I've been reading the speculation but we will wait and find
out what happens.

I just have one question today that I asked Mr. Greenspan the
other day and that is, we've had a discussion over many years
about the LDC debt problem. What is your current assessment of
where we are with the LDC debt?

ASSESSMENT OF THE LDC DEBT PROBLEM

Mr. VOLCKER. Well, my assessment is we are progressing, pro-
gressing with difficulty. I think this is a long-term problem and it
always has been, but I think when one looks back over the past 5
years now since it broke into the open, there has been substantial
progress whether one looks at it from the standpoint of its threat
to the international system, which is still real but diminished sub-
stantially from what it was 5 years ago, or whether one looks at it
from the prospects of restoring some kind of sustainable growth in
the borrowing countries. It's been a difficult process and far from
satisfactory, but nonetheless, I think progress.

That progress has taken place despite the fact that growth in the
world economy, which is an important dimension, has lagged below
what I would have thought was a reasonable expectation some
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years ago and below what would be desirable from the standpoint
of providing the best kind of environment for resolving this prob-
lem.

That is one of the reasons things are going more slowly than one
might hope. There's a lot of impatience. There's a lot of frustration.
Partly because things are, in my judgment, fundamentally better,
the centrifugal forces among the banks, the borrowers, the coun-
tries, are greater than they were because the pressure to pull to-
gether rapidly diminishes when things are getting better. And that
is, in itself, a threat.

And I am not about to suggest this is all smooth sailing, but I
think we have continued by hook or by crook to proceed on a path,
let's say broadly defined by the Baker initiative or broadly summa-
rized by that initiative, that has worked and is workable. And you
have to ask yourself how does it continue to work amid all the
pressures that take place?

I would suggest to you that that basic approach responds to the
basic needs of the borrowers and the creditors and the creditor gov-
ernments and the IMF and the World Bank in a way that no other
proposals that I have seen respond. And it kind of holds together
amid slings and arrows of outrageous fortune because I think it is
a well-conceived approach and it really does respond to the basic
needs of the situation.

Now there are immediate challenges. Brazil—how goes Brazil,
the biggest borrower, in the next few months? Can they be brought
back into the fold, so to speak, with continuity of debt service or
not?

I think in the first instance that depends upon Brazilian pro-
grams. It has to be a program that is made in Brazil, responsive to
their needs, but I think it's also important from their standpoint
they do come back into regularization of the debt situation because
they have a lot at stake in an orderly trading system and an order-
ly financial system.

Brazil, in my judgment, is not going to prosper in isolation. They
have a potentially very dynamic economy, the most dynamic in
Latin America, but that potentially dynamic economy, in my judg-
ment, will not function well and will be crippled unless they are
dealing in the rest of the world both in the financial system and in
the trading system because ultimately they go together in a satis-
factory way. So that is the major job right at the moment.

Senator GARN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Graham.
Senator GRAHAM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

OPENING REMARKS OF SENATOR GRAHAM
Mr. Chairman, I share the comments that have been made previ-

ously about the great public service which the Chairman of the
Federal Reserve Board who is leaving us shortly has given this
Nation.

There is a new book out on Harry Hopkins and it is entitled "A
Story of an American Public Servant." I believe that that tradition
of citizens who have served this Nation with great commitment,
dedication and patriotism has been carried forward in this genera-
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tion by Paul Volcker and I, as an American, wish to express my
thanks and best wishes for his future.

Mr. VOLCKER. Well, you couldn't give me a nicer compliment,
Senator. Thank you.

Senator GRAHAM. Mr. Volcker, in response to a similar question
some months ago, you said that you did not stay up at night losing
sleep over the fact that the Congress might cut the federal deficit
too much.

We are going to be looking at this issue again in the next few
days and apparently there is going to be a recommendation that we
adopt a glide slope for that deficit reduction of approximately $35
billion a year.

What comment would you have as to the appropriateness of that
level of budget deficit reduction?

Mr. VOLCKER. I don't know what the starting point of that is. Is
this from something around $160 billion or latest estimates?

Senator GRAHAM. Yes.
Mr. VOLCKER. Part of my answer has to be that no arbitrary

glide slope for the next 5 years or whatever is going to be precisely
appropriate to economic conditions 3 or 4 years from now that we
don't know about.

If you establish and could keep in general to a slope of that order
of magnitude, it sounds about right to me, as well as one could do
right now not knowing what the future may bring. If anything, it
may be a little low, but not out of the right order of magnitude.

Senator GRAHAM. I would like to pursue the question that Sena-
tor Garn asked relative to Third World debt.

What do you think should be our standards of evaluating
progress in terms of meeting the Third World debt, as to whether
our current policies are satisfactory and should be modified? I
asked the same question of your successor and his answer was that
the milestone should be whether the marketplace and specifically
the ability of the Third World debtor nations to go into the open
marketplace and borrow money that if they were able to do that,
then he would find that to be the measure of success of our man-
agement of Third World debt.

Mr. VOLCKER. I think that would be one test and a very clear and
evident test for a kind of—nothing is final in this world—ultimate
success in getting through this crisis anyway from the standpoint
of finances.

Now I think in looking at progress, even before you get to that
point, you have to look at two things very broadly. Are these coun-
tries successful themselves in growing and not just growing for a
particular 6-month period or 1 year, but are they moving in a di-
rection fundamentally in the structure of their economy that prom-
ises better future growth? That's one question.

The other question is, is that being accomplished in a framework
of not disrupting the international monetary system unduly before
you get to the point that Mr. Greenspan was talking about? Can
you manage this in the context of a reasonably stable banking
system and international financial systems?

So you look at it from both sides and while progress hasn't been
perfect, as I was suggesting earlier, I think you can see some
degree of success in both those efforts even though we haven't
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reached a point that you were referring to, which I agree is a good
test of when the problem is in some sense over.

Senator GRAHAM. I see my time has expired. I would like to ask
some further questions on the next round. Thank you, Mr. Chair-
man.

The CHAIRMAN. Fine. Senator Bond.
Senator BOND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Volcker, we certainly thank you and commend you for your

service to this country and you* cooperation with the committee.
If there's no objection, Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit a

statement commending Mr. Volcker for his independence and his
expertise for the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, so ordered.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHRISTOPHER S. BOND
Mr. Chairman, I join with my colleagues in welcoming Chairman

Volcker to his last appearance before the Banking Committee and
commending him on his extraordinary tenure as Federal Reserve
Board Chairman.

There are very few figures in Washington who are as universally
respected. Paul Volcker has done his job well in the face of adverse
circumstances and tremendous political pressure. We are in the
midst of a sustained economic recovery with relatively low infla-
tion, due in large part to his conduct of monetary policy. Certainly
Congress' fiscal irresponsibility would have far more damaging con-
sequences were it not for the leadership at the Fed.

Paul Volcker has served as a lighting rod for the frustrations of
many groups and he has dealt with pressure from the White House
and the Congress with great aplomb. All of us could learn some-
thing from his independence and willingness to stick his neck out
for what he believed was best for the country. In addition, his ex-
pertise in dealing with international economic issues and bank reg-
ulation will be missed. We wish you well in all your future endea-
vours, and thank you for testifying before us today.

Mr. VOLCKER. Thank you very much.
Senator BOND. I would say, Mr. Volcker, it's a little disappoint-

ing to me as a cigar smoker that you are no longer smoking cigars
when you give the testimony here.

Mr. VOLCKER. One holdout?
Senator BOND. Because the Adelphic smoke seemed to provide

even greater effect to your very astute pronouncements and we will
miss that.

One of the things that is of great concern to the Congress and I
know that you commented on it in your previous testimony in the
House is the FSLIC recapitalization bill. fc

Some have argued that the forbearance language is so strong
and the amount of the bailout is limited in a way that will make
this bill ineffective. On the other hand, there are those who argue
that the insolvent S&L's will recover and we shouldn't give FSLIC
too much money because it might cause the Federal Home Loan
Bank Board to close too many.
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COMMENTS ON RECAPITALIZATION

What do you think about the prospects for the industry and do
you have any comments on the recapitalization portion of the bill
as it now stands?

Mr. VOLCKER. Well, I think there are very large problems in the
industry and I don't think we have to go into those in great detail.
We could be here all morning. I think they are very well known.
Some important segments of that industry are not solvent. Many of
them will have to be closed, and I say that in a context—and I
should emphasize that most of the industry is quite healthy, but
the industry is bifurcated, to say the least. The mass of the indus-
try is healthy. Many of them are quite profitable, some of them
more profitable than they have ever been. Those are generally the
more conservatively managed, but there was a segment in the in-
dustry that is off the deep end, so to speak, and is going to have to
be dealt with and hence the relevance of this legislation.

I am certainly on the side where I would be happier if the
amount in the FSLIC recapitalization was larger. I have some prob-
lems and have had some problems with the forbearance and su-
pervisory provisions.

In the latest iteration, of course, the amount was increased
which I think certainly goes in the right direction, and the supervi-
sory provisions were made—how shall I describe them—tolerable, I
believe.

So I do think from that standpoint the bill goes in the right di-
rection. If you've got room to further improve forbearance and the
amount, I would wholeheartedly support that, but I certainly think
that the bill responds to a felt and clear need and should go ahead.
There are other provisions in the bill—I think the provision on the
nonbank bank issue is a basically constructive provision from the
standpoint of setting down a basic rule that the Congress wants fol-
lowed reiterating the existing rule or existing philosophy at least
about separating banking and commerce. I think indecision on that
issue has helped block banking legislation generally, so I like that
part of the bill.

The part of the bill that puts a moratorium on powers is much
more questionable, but I take a lot of heart from what this commit-
tee has said and the chairman and the ranking minority member
have said that the moratorium means what it says; that it's a very
short-term moratorium and it's just trying to give some breathing
space for some constructive legislation and I would hope that if you
can get this bill out of the way you immediately move to consider-
ing the reform of the banking powers area that's very urgently
needed and has been stymied politically for years.

Senator BOND. Another issue which we are debating in this com-
mittee is the role of hostile takeovers. Many have pointed to the
jobs that have been lost associated with the takeovers, yet there
are companies that are not threatened with hostile takeovers that
are also laying off workers.

What do you see as the cause of the current merger wave? Do
you feel it would be beneficial to the economy if Congress were to
act to reduce substantially the number of hostile takeovers occur-
ring in the country today?
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Mr. VOLCKER. I don't know how you do that. This is not an area
in which I am a great expert, but I get uneasy about some of these
takeovers, as many people do. From my professional responsibility,
a part that makes me particularly uneasy is the way some of them
are financed, and it's part of a more general tendency toward more
leveraging in American business and the American economy in
recent years. From the standpoint of our direct responsibilities,
that's the point where we have some concern.

I don't know how you get the balance between protecting the
rights of stockholders and the ability of stockholders to have their
voice heard and demand the highest rate of return and manage-
ment's concerns that lack of job security leads to an overemphasis
on short-term focus and the potential for instability from changes
in management. Obviously, the market has to work here and I'm
not an expert in just what particular provisions of law and waiting
periods and all the rest are most appropriate. So I can't really com-
ment on that part.

But I have repeatedly expressed concern not only in this connec-
tion but more broadly about the fashion toward more leveraging,
and that is partly what is driving this situation. You have the feel-
ing now if an underwriter finds a company that still has a AAA
credit rating—and there aren't very many—he tells them he's not
doing right for his stockholders and he'd better go around and le-
verage that and introduce a little more risk into the equation, and
he's got a whole kit bag of techniques by which the company can
increase their leverage and reduce their ratings. There is a set of
incentives in the economy that seems to push in that direction that
I think are unfortunate.

Now one of those incentives is very basic. It's the tax treatment
of equity. It's treated more harshly than debt and that's been in
the law for almost since the income tax started—the corporate
income tax. Why it is so much more important now, I don't know.
But people focus on it and that is part of the reason I think for this
tendency toward more leverage and it's something obviously within
the scope of Congress to look at in a pretty fundamental way.

Senator BOND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Bond.
Senator Dixon.
Senator DIXON. Chairman Volcker, first of all, I want to ask con-

sent of the committee to place in the record a highly complimenta-
ry statement regarding your public service.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR ALAN DIXON

Mr. Chairman, I come to this morning's hearing with decidedly
mixed feelings. On the one hand, I always enjoy the opportunity to
discuss monetary and economic policy issues with the distinguished
Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, Paul Volcker. While we
are in the fifth year of the current recovery, we continue to face
very serious economic problems, and the Fed plays a key role in
formulating our responses to these problems. On the other hand, I
deeply regret that this will be his last appearance before this com-
mittee as the Fed Chairman,
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I think the Nation has been very fortunate to have Paul Volcker
serve as our central banker over the past several years. He is a tall
man, but his reputation stands much taller—and it is a reputation
that is richly deserved. His understanding of our domestic and
international financial systems is unsurpassed, and he has demon-
strated over and over again his ability to handle the numerous
problems that have arisen during his tenure.

I think Alan Greenspan will make a very able successor. I want
to say to the current Chairman, though, that the United States
deeply appreciates the job you have done.

Although this is your last appearance before the committee as
Chairman, Paul, I hope we will continue to be able to call on you
for advice and counsel in the future.

Mr. VOLCKER. Thank you very much. I will read it with interest
later.

Senator DIXON. I want to say, beyond the fact that I'm placing
this statement in the record, that you're not only a tall man but I
think you are a towering public servant. Not only have you been a
great stabilizing influence on our Government, but I'd like to say
publicly something that I've never said before about your respon-
siveness as a public man.

When we had a real financial crisis in my State in connection
with the Continental Bank, you called my office and discussed with
me every day the things that were being done to address that prob-
lem and it's significant, in my memory, that you called me on
Christmas Day when you were at dinner at your daughter's house
concerning some of those problems. And I'm just very impressed
about that.

Mr. VOLCKER. I have absolutely no memory of that.
Senator DIXON. Well, you did. I have a great memory of it.
Mr. VOLCKER. The only way I can account for it is the turkey was

overdone or something, Senator.
Senator DIXON. Well, I just wanted to share with you the feeling

that everyone on both sides of the aisle has about your extraordi-
nary public service and I want to very briefly discuss with you S.
790. My friend from Missouri touched upon it briefly.

No one here would suggest that it's a perfect bill. There aren't
very many of those passed around here I expect. But there is some
concern now that the President may be receiving recommendations
from some quarters to veto that legislation and I would like to
stress that those of us on the committee who achieved a consensus
on this bill hope that in what we've done on the moratorium on
nonbank banks and what we've done about the powers for banks
we will move forward expeditiously over the next few months to do
some significant things if this bill is signed.

And while there's some possibility that there's reasonable argu-
ment that the $8.5 billion for FSLIC ought to be higher, I expect
the administration could come back later if it needed to about that.

But I would like to ask you whether it is correct that you have
indicated that, on balance, you believe that to be decent legisla-
tion?

Mr. VOLCKEE. Yes, sir. There's no question about it. I do think it
is, on balance, constructive legislation, even though there are pro-
visions that I either don't like or I think could be greatly improved.
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And I have convinced myself anyway that the prospects for a
follow-on, which are so clearly necessary in terms of dealing with
comprehensive banking legislation, will be advanced by passing
this bill rather than the reverse. So the President is certainly not
getting any veto recommendation from me.

Senator DIXON. I presume you are aware of the fact that most of
us have signed a statement indicating that we mean what we say
about the moratorium, that we will move forward, and we expect
to address the powers questions and the whole nonbank bank ques-
tion in a significant way in subsequent hearings.

Mr. VOLCKER. I am aware of that and that is one of the reasons I
reached the judgment I reached.

Senator DIXON. And if the President asked you your opinion,
would you recommend that he sign the bill?

Mr. VOLCKER. I certainly would.
Senator DIXON. In the event that the President does not sign the

bill, would you recommend to the Congress that we enact the bill,
his veto to the contrary notwithstanding?

Mr. VOLCKER. Well, I suppose that's implicit in what I said.
Senator DIXON. Thank you. You need not say more. I thank the

chair.
Mr. VOLCKER. That doesn't mean the bill couldn't be improved.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Heinz.

OPENING REMARKS OF SENATOR HEINZ
Senator HEINZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Volcker, I think I speak for every member of the com-

mittee when I say we are going to miss you as the Chairman of the
Fed and your appearances before this committee. We have always
learned a great deal. You have always been as candid as you can
be consistent with avoiding turmoil in the markets. You've been
discreet, but you've been honest and you've been remarkable in the
excellence of your dedication to public service over these many
years. We are all grateful to you that there are such public serv-
ants from time to time as Paul Volcker and I hope you now don't
catch all the fish at Spruce Creek. You're certainly going to have
more time up there than I will.

Mr. VOLCKER. There is no danger of that.
Senator HEINZ. As you know, the man who is nominated to suc-

ceed you was before the committee a short time ago. Maybe he's
asked you this question, but whether he has or not, let me ask you.
What is the most difficult problem he faces?

Mr. VOLCKER. I don't think he's asked me the question quite that
way. We have had quite a few conversations. In the midst of one of
them he said, "Why did I agree to take this job?" There's more
than one.

But obviously the Federal Reserve has a core of responsibility of
dealing with the basic question of money creation and credit cre-
ation in a way that ensures a reasonable degree of stability and I
think he and I—I shouldn't speak for him—but I certainly feel that
that is fundamental to the growth equation and I observe from
what he's been saying to the committee
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BIGGEST THREAT TO THE FED

Senator HEINZ. What's the biggest threat that he faces in terms
of maintaining that stability? The stability you described you have
often described on previous occasions as sustainable economic
growth

Mr. VOLCKER. Exactly.
Senator HEINZ. Which implies keeping inflation under control

and all those good things that we all love.
Mr. VOLCKER. Well, in a technical sense right now we are having

a bulge in prices. I hope we are getting through it. That was more
or less inevitable—let me take out the more or less right at the
moment, given the rebound in oil prices and given the sharpness of
the decline in the dollar and the rise in import prices that that im-
plies.

So I think the immediate analytic challenge and policy challenge
is, given that bulge, can we deal with the economy, deal with the
monetary equation in such a way so that indeed it turns out to be a
bulge and is temporary and doesn't get built in as a kind of plat-
form for continuing or even increasing price increases?

On the favorable side of that, I don't think it has been built in
yet. The wage-cost dimension remains very satisfactory in terms of
the rate of wage increase and compensation increase being reason-
ably congruent or as congruent as we've had it in a long time with
the basic rate of productivity growth. And two-thirds of cost in the
economy over a period of time are tied up in wage costs. So long as
we can maintain stability there, I think we should come back—
make a few other assumptions—to a situation where these price
pressures we're seeing at the moment indeed turn out to be a bulge
rather than a new trend.

But that depends upon not only whether we avoid some external
shocks like further increases in oil prices or a precipitous decline
in the dollar, neither of which are independent, particularly the
latter, of Federal Reserve policy, but continued careful and cau-
tious management of monetary policy over a period of time in
terms of the general demand pressures in the economy.

That is a kind of central, continuing challenge that's at a rather
sensitive point right now.

Senator HEINZ. At previous junctures where the dollar has
fallen, as it did in the mid-1970s, that fall was accompanied inevita-
bly by inflation.

Mr. VOLCKER. Right.
Senator HEINZ. From the heights of the dollar in 1982 or so, we

have had a far more steep relative fall. Why will we not see inevi-
tably the kind of inflation that we experienced in the 1970's?

Mr. VOLCKER. Well, we will see some and we are seeing some at
the moment. But when you say the type in the 1970's, that was a
situation where this all got built in, not just because of the decline
in the dollar but other things were going on, including all those oil
price increases; and it got built in in a self-reinforcing kind of way.
That's what you have to avoid.

Senator HEINZ. It got built in because the general price level of
imports went up.

Mr. VOLCKER. That was one factor.
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Senator HEINZ. And with the exception of oil, for the most part,
so far there has been very little corresponding increase in the gen-
eral price level of imports, Are ve due for that as well?

Mr. VOLCKER. Well, I think there has been relatively little rela-
tive to the decline in the dollar, which has been rather large.
We've had a 40-percent decline relative to other major industrial-
ized countries. When looked at in that perspective, the price in-
crease has been reasonably restrained, but there's no doubt that
import prices are going up substantially more rapidly than average
prices. They are going to continue for a while I think inevitably,
but maybe not all that much longer, if the dollar stabilizes and it's
containable.

Now the question is, is it also consistent with improving the
trade position? There's a lot of debate about that and whether or
not it is depends on other things than exchange rate, in my opin-
ion. Are you going to follow through on the budgetary side here
and are we going to get adequate growth abroad, which is very
much in question, to speed and facilitate this adjustment process
without requiring further declines in the dollar which in turn is
very important—I think in the outlook for interest rates as well—
but very important in terms of the outlook for inflation.

Senator HKINZ. Chairman Volcker, my time has expired. If I had
time, the next question I would have asked you would have been
about the effect—I'm not going to ask it, I just hope someone else
will—about what the effects would be of the restimulation of Japan
and West Germany and how that increased demand might also in-
crease inflation and interest rates worldwide. But I will not ask
you that.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Shelby.
Senator SHELBY. I think the Senator from Pennsylvania asked a

very good question. If you want to comment on his question, Mr.
Chairman, I will—and then when my time is up I'll probably have
another question that I'll want to ask. Go ahead.

Mr. VOLCKER. Let me try to be reasonably brief. I already sug-
gested in half a sentence anyway that I think a more expansionary
thrust in Europe and Japan would be desirable in terms of that
process—external adjustment.

I think one could imagine it carried conceptually to the point
where it might be destructive by creating pressures on their finan-
cial markets and make it more difficult for us to finance our deficit
rather than easier, contribute to kind of a worldwide atmosphere of
renewed inflation. But my judgment is we are a long ways from
that .and that that the basic point is that there is room for and a
desirability of expansion in the other main economic areas of the
world that happen to have large external surpluses that must di-
minish if our external deficit is going to diminish.

OUR ECONOMY NOW AND IN THE FUTURE

Senator SHELBY. Dr. Volcker, we've all been asking these ques-
tions and you've talked about them many times before this commit-
tee and otherwise. I see three problems, big ones, that are funda-
mental that don't seem to go away that impact on our economy
now and into the future. As I see them—and I would appreciate
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your comments on them—they are fundamental—the continuing
deficits of the size that we have, and in the growth of our debt
which is now approaching $2.5 trillion, and then compounded by
our trade imbalance. And you put those together, as I see them,
there are tremendous risks out there for your successor and all of
us. Then you look at our low savings rate that you've talked about
on many occasions in this country and even today in your testimo-
ny you mentioned once again we're supposed to be—and I assume
we are and I hope we are—the engine driving a lot of the world
and yet we are dependent upon other people's capital.

Mr. VOLCKER. Sure.
Senator SHELBY. If you would comment on that, if you agree with

some of those assumptions?
Mr. VOLCKER. I agree entirely with the statement you just made.

Those are all big problems. They are all interrelated. They all
present very substantial risks.

Senator SHELBY. Are these the three big problems we face, the
first three plus the lack of savings, the fourth?

Mr. VOLCKER. They really are all part of the same problem. They
are all reflecting the fact that we are spending more at home and
consuming more at home than we are really producing and can
afford, and that is reflected in over-borrowing by the Government
and it's reflected by over-borrowing by private people, and both of
those are reflected by the low savings rate and reflected in the bor-
rowing from abroad.

Senator SHELBY. All interrelated very much?
Mr. VOLCKER. They are all interrelated.
Senator SHELBY. Dr. Volcker, I want to ask you to comment if

you would on the difference between Brazil that has been men-
tioned that is a big debtor and that of Turkey which seems to be
meeting its obligations, and is that a question of discipline internal-
ly in those two countries or what?

Mr. VOLCKER. Well, you go back to Turkey 6, 7 or 8 years, you
could say that Turkey was more or less in the position that Brazil
is in today.

Senator SHELBY. That's right. And what has happened since
then?

Mr. VOLCKER. I don't think that Turkey has the same potential
resources and dynamism maybe that the Brazilian economy poten-
tially has, but they were in an over-extended position, to put it po-
litely, 7 or 8 years ago. They have gone through a period of very
considerable discipline, combined with a basic opening of markets.
They got some external help. They got some help from the World
Bank. They got some help from creditor countries.

Senator SHELBY. The Germans also invested there?
Mr. VOLCKER. The Germans took some leadership at one point in

coordinating international support for Turkey because their econo-
my has some links with Turkey.

Senator SHELBY. But they've shown what could be done?
Mr. VOLCKER. And I think economic performance in Turkey has

greatly improved and they've kind of passed the threshold that
Alan Greenspan was mentioning as a test of success. They have
access to the markets again.
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It didn't get so much attention because it was a more isolated sit-
uation—not totally isolated, but it is a good example of the way
you can work through this process.

Senator SHELBY. And it's also an example perhaps to some of the
countries like Brazil and others that they cannot thrive in isola-
tion?

Mr. VOLCKER. I agree with that, yes.
Senator SHELBY. Dr. Volcker, everyone is asking what could be

the real surprise out there for your successor, for all of us and the
whole nation?

Mr. VOLCKER. If I told you, it wouldn't be a surprise, would it?
[Laughter.]

Senator SHELBY. Could it be a continuous default from time to
time in the Third World debt?

Mr. VOLCKER. You kind of listed the major risks which could
manifest themselves, the international debt problem, the S&L prob-
lem—you've got strains in the banking system elsewhere. You've
got the inflation question which is certainly not in any immediate
crisis situation but would certainly complicate the domestic credit
market situation and interest rates if it wasn't adequately dealt
with and respected over a period of time. There is the trade prob-
lem. There's the protectionist problem which you are grappling
with up here. I suppose that's the clearest and most present danger
in many ways. That doesn't take anything new happening or any-
thing unexpected happening. It's right here now and it's very
largely in control of the Congress, you and your colleagues, in
terms of whether that will become a kind of crisis that really is
damaging to the world economy.

Senator SHELBY. Dr. Volcker, my time is up, but instead of a
question I will leave you with this. You will soon be in a position as
an economic philosopher and all of us will be watching what you
say and I hope heeding a lot of things you tell us. You honor us by
coming back today.

Mr. VOLCKER. Well, thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Shelby.
Senator D'Amato.
Senator D'AMATO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman, I

would like to submit a statement for the record.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it will be printed in full.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR ALFONSE M. D'AMATO
I would like to welcome Chairman Volcker for, barring some ca-

lamity, what should be his last appearance before this committee.
While Chairman Volcker and I have not always seen eye to eye on
the policies the Fed has pursured during his tenure, I want him to
know that I and my colleagues are most appreciative of his com-
mitment to public service as the Fed's Chairman. I wish him good
luck and good fortune as he tries to determine if there is indeed
life after the Fed.

A review of Chairman Volcker's testimony once again demon-
strates that although the economic expansion is creeping into its
fifth year, the short term outlook is imperiled by domestic and
international concern about the depreciation of the dollar, higher
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inflation and the looming spectre of a Third World debt crisis. Is
spite of the somewhat encouraging news contained in Chairman
Volcker's statement, I think the 2 keys to maintaining even mini-
mal economic expansion in the near future are: (1) pursuing a
policy at the Fed that maintains low interest rates and (2) reducing
the size of the Federal budget deficit. At this point in time I believe
that progress is being made in both areas.

I am concerned a shift to a more tightened monetary policy could
have drastic results for the economy. Although monetary policy
alone is not a cure-all to the problems confronting our domestic
economy, a tightening or slowing down of the growth of the mone-
tary supply could trigger a recession. The drastic results and the
budgetary impact of such a policy were articulated in previous
hearings. While the potential inflationary impact of an economic
increase in the monetary supply poses a threat that must be con-
sidered, the certain recession that can be triggered by drastic re-
ductions of the monetary supply presents a peril that must be
avoided.

Chairman Volcker's testimony also emphasizes several points
that have been made to the committee in the past regarding the
stability, or should I say the relative instability of our domestic
economy. Today's testimony again substantiates the assertion that
economic forecasting is hardly a precise science. However, certain
steps must be taken by the Congress, the President, and the Feder-
al Reserve Board to ensure continued and stable economic growth.

If the economy continues to grow at a moderate rate and if we
are going to introduce more stability into the domestic and interna-
tional economies, then Congress must address two problems that no
longer loom on the horizon—these problems are at the front door.
The first problem is that the budget deficit must be reduced in as
rational and least painful manner as possible. The deficit issue has
become a political football with the Congress blaming the President
and the President blaming a profligate Congress. Such accusations
tend to exacerbate rather than resolve the problem.

The second problem confronting our domestic economy is the
trade deficit. Frankly, I am tired of hearing the same old argu-
ments about how Americans can't compete; the unions have priced
American heavy industry out of the market; and America is losing
its technological advantage. I believe these arguments and those
advancing draconian protectionist legislation ring hollow when one
takes a real look at what's happening to American industry.

American industry is at the forefront of innovation. U.S. compa-
nies spend billions on innovation each year and develop new tech-
nologies. However, before these new technologies can be put to
practical uses, we find that our foreign competitors are using the
same technologies, in practical uses, at lower costs. How can they
do this? Easy, many of our competitors are stealing us blind.
During our last hearing on the Federal Reserve's monetary policy
report, I stated that our so-called trading partners:

Steal our patents, intellectual property rights, systematically are adjudged guilty
in the courts, say we're sorry, pay back penalties, continue the same thing, infringe
on patents and then send the products here into the United States. Further, those
harmed have limited recourse under the current legal system. At present, even
though your copyright may have been infringed or your patent stolen you must
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then demonstrate that there is substantial danger to the particular industry, before
damages can be awarded. Despite the failure of the laws and trade policies pursued
to date we hear, oh, yes, we're going to make changes. We've been waiting a long
time for negotiations or other bilateral approaches to work. We wait in vain. It
seems to me, absent any legislative action or some very real enforcement of present
trade practices, the policies of the Japanese and others will not change because they
lack any incentive to change.

I have not changed my point of view on this subject. I should also
note that Chairman Volcker supported my motion of the cause of
such competitive trade imbalances and urged us to act. I am sorry
to state that in the drive to make America more competitive, we
and the administration have yet to consider the steps needed to
make technological piracy more punitive.

Again I would recomment Paul Volcker for the job he has done
at the Fed. When historians review your tenure at the Fed, I be-
lieve they will find that you served in a very difficult period where
fiscal policy was often misdirected and you had to implement a
monetary policy designed to make compensations and adjustments
to pick up the balance. As always, I look forward to your testimo-
ny-

Mr. VOLCKER. Thank you very much.
Senator D'AMATO. Let me say, Paul Volcker, we commend you

for the job that you have done. You and I have not always agreed
on some of the issues, but I join with my colleagues as it relates to
your stewardship, your dedication, your hard work, the fact that
you have I think sensitized certainly this committee and others in
the Congress as to the impending fiscal disaster are we not to heed
many of the warnings that you have put forth. And I think you
have made your point and I think that, notwithstanding our grap-
pling today—the leadership—with the question of the debt and
with the question of where do we go, we are much more sensitized
and we have our job to do as it relates to dealing with reducing
that debt so that we can send out the right kind of signal that we
are serious, that we are going to control our deficits, and hopefully
some day eliminate them, but at least get on that glide path that
you have suggested if we were to begin to demonstrate to others
more than just rhetoric that some confidence would return world-
wide.

I commend you for that leadership, for your constancy in that
area, and, Mr. Chairman, I have no questions. I think that my col-
leagues have touched on some of the key points and Mr. Volcker
has once again reaffirmed the general outlines that we should be
concerned with. I, too, join my colleagues in wishing you well and
know that we will be calling upon you in the future and looking
forward to your counsel.

Mr. VOLCKER. Thank you, Senator. If I may just respond in one
sentence perhaps in talking about all these risks and problems, and
you alluded to them again, Senator, I want to emphasize what I
emphasized in my statement, that we have an awful lot upon
which to build that's moving in a constructive direction. I think
those risks and problems are very real, but we also have an enor-
mous opportunity here. We've come a long ways toward restoring
stability and we've just begun restoring I think the balance in the
economy that we have to restore, but we have begun and you can
see signs of it.
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The CHAIRMAN. Senator Riegle.
Senator RIEGLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR RIEGLE
Chairman Volcker, I think we all feel a little wistful today about

the fact that this is your last appearance before us in this capacity
and I want to join with what others have said and thank you for
all the years of service that you've given the country. I don't know
anybody who's worked any harder or been more of a straight shoot-
er in terms of saying what you feel, doing what you thought had to
be done, and setting a model for public service that I think is a
very tough one to match. And I just thank you very much for that
length of service and that kind of service.

I also want to extend a thank you to your family. I don't know
that anybody appreciates the real demands that go with your job,
but there's a lot of requirement to attend international meetings
and to undergo a certain amount of travel, and there is a family
sacrifice involved here. And while we thank you, I think sometimes
we don't really thank those that are associated with the people
who give outstanding service, so I just want to take this occasion to
say to your family members who have supported your efforts to
serve in a public capacity that we appreciate that investment by
them.

POSSIBLE LOSS OF CONTROL OVER FINANCIAL AND ECONOMIC PROBLEMS

You gave a commencement address a while ago and the reports
that I read about it were to the effect that, among other things in
that commencement address, you sounded a warning about the pos-
sibility that the United States could start to lose control over its
own financial and economic destiny unless it really paid attention
to certain critical problems. And you made a reference, I gather, to
the deficit problems, the Federal budget deficits, which you've
talked about a lot, the trade deficits, and the tone of what was re-
ported was to the effect that if we don't discipline ourselves now
appropriately, we could find ourselves in the future turning over
some degree of our own future consequence and ability to decide
things to others, to international forces or others who we owe a lot
of money to or who have a new kind of leverage in the equation
that hasn't been true in the past.

I've had that concern. We've talked some about that. But I'm
wondering if you can give us a sense for your concern of how the
United States sits these days in the broader sense in terms of
making sure that we keep as much control as we can over our own
economic and financial destiny.

Mr. VOLCKER. Well, the concerns I was expressing then—I'm sure
they were pretty summary—were probably expressed more elo-
quently by Senator Shelby just a little while ago. That was the
complex of issues that I was talking about and I think what you
have to do about that is pretty plain. It's simple to state and hard
to carry out.

What do you do about the budget deficit? What do you do about
maintaining a continuing sense of discipline in money and in credit
creation? What do you do about financial practices and the pru-
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dence and stability of bankers and the banking system? All those
things that are the meat and potatoes of what we talk about over
the years I think are part and parcel of that range of issues, and I
haven't got any bright new insights to give you beyond what we've
been talking about over these years.

Senator RIEGLE. Let me quote from that commencement address
where you said that "We have mortgaged our future and we are
obviously in danger of losing control over our own economic desti-
ny." Those were your words.

Mr. VOLCKER. The most obvious reflection of that is when we
have to borrow $150 billion a year, a lot depends upon the willing-
ness of the creditors to lend the money. And it is a dimension that
puts you under more scrutiny and more potential difficulties than
you otherwise would be.

Senator RIEGLE. Let me ask you a specific question with respect
to that. We saw interest rates kick up a couple months ago and as
a result the prime rate went up, adjustable rate mortgages went
up, and so forth. So it was a question as to how that was related to
a Treasury refinancing that was coming at that time.

The yen is at about 152. It's been lower than that. I'm wondering
if we were to see levels in the 140 or 130 range in the yen-dollar
relationship, would we likely find ourselves in a situation where in-
terest rate pressures would really start to build again and we
would find ourselves maybe with the Japanese particularly backing
away from picking up and continuing to lend us that billion dollars
every 2Vz days that we're borrowing from the rest of the world?

Mr. VOLCKER. Well, 130 would be quite a change from where it is
now in percentage terms. The answer to your question is, while a
lot depends on how you get there and what the surrounding cir-
cumstances are and all the rest, sure, there is a lack of confidence
in the dollar—forget about particular levels—a lack of confidence
in the dollar in the sense that it was kind of a one-way risk to go
down is clearly deleterious to the stability of our internal financial
markets.

And you saw that quite evidently during the spring when there
was a kind of a sudden chill that went through the markets for
partly that reason, partly fears on that side, partly because of do-
mestic inflation. And that would be an unholy alliance—if you get
one, you get the other—and you're likely to get the other because
there is a relationship between the two in fact, and certainly that
relationship is made psychological by the market.

So that would be, depending upon a lot of other things, the worst
possible combination for domestic financial markets stability.

Senator RIEGLE. It sounds like anybody that thinks that just driv-
ing down the dollar indefinitely to solve the trade deficit is going to
run into a wall of other problems.

Mr. VOLCKER. I think that is right. He's going to run into the
kind of problem I'm talking about. The tendency has been in these
situations for exchange rates to overshoot and it's one thing for a
smaller country and a less central country, it would be another
thing for the United States, and we've had some experience with it.

The other difficulty with that is the more people have the im-
pression you can solve all these problems by currency depreciation
we fail to do these other things. We fail to deal with the budget
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problem. We fail to maintain the discipline on costs and prices that
is necessary. We fail to do the things that are necessary to increase
productivity. That is a real part of the danger of just saying we'll
solve all of this problem by exchange depreciation. I don't think
that's ever worked.

Senator RIEGLE. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Riegle.
Senator Karnes.

OPENING REMARKS OF SENATOR KARNES
Senator KARNES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As the "new kid on the block," I've not had the pleasure to have

your counsel and hear your numerous testimonies before this com-
mittee and as just 5 months ago being a businessman in Nebraska
I want to thank you from that segment of the world for your
leadership and stewardship and I know even in the commodity
markets where I spent a great deal of my time we look to you and
your leadership, even though that wasn't your particular area of
expertise, as being a steadfast bulwark in that area as far as send-
ing a strong signal for us in the international marketplace, and I
take this opportunity, even though we have not had a chance to
work together, to applaud you for your public service.

Mr. VOLCKER. Thank you very much.
Senator KARNES. Also during that period of time, the last 4

years, I had the opportunity to serve as Chairman of the Federal
Home Loan Bank in Topeka and I had a chance to see the good,
bad and the ugly from the thrift side, having in our jurisdiction
States of Oklahoma, Nebraska, Kansas and Colorado.

SAVINGS RATE

One of the things that we were very concerned about and you
noted in your testimony has been the low savings rate. I am curi-
ous to see what type of savings rate you believe would be appropri-
ate in our dynamic financial environment as a percentage of some
other figure, and indeed, is this something that we are going to see
in the future continue to be too low a savings rate and is this some-
thing we should encourage, those of us that may have an opportu-
nity to, to craft legislation to encourage additional savings on the
part of the American consumer?

Mr. VOLCKER. I'm not going to get very far off on the limb in sug-
gesting just what the right savings rate is. I will state with all the
force I can state and all the conviction I can state, whatever the
right rate is, we are below it—and below it by a significant margin.

Now just where it should be is rather a technical question we
really couldn't answer unless you tell me also where the budget
deficit is and where some other things are because those are all
users of savings. The smaller the budget deficit, the more we can
get by with less private savings. If the Government would ever
reach that happy day when the Government was running a sur-
plus, then the Government would be providing savings.

Having said that, I don't want to suggest to you that raising the
savings rate is very easy in terms of what you can do in the Con-
gress.
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My observation in the United States and elsewhere is that the
savings rate reflects obviously a lot of habits, a lot of culture, a lot
of rather basic economic forces, and social forces that are hard to
change. And fooling around with the tax system around the edges,
which we've done a lot of, we can't see the effects of in the savings
rate because more powerful forces are at work.

I think it comes down in the end—when you get beyond general
social trends in the economy—importantly to a matter of whether
you can count on stability in the future, whether you have outlets
for savings that people trust that really will provide a rate of
return over a long period of time. And that is a matter that has to
be built up over a period of time and certainly fear of inflation or
confidence in price stability is one of the major factors, I suspect,
over a period of time in affecting savings rates. But you only see
that over a long period of time.

Senator KARNES. Of course, on the opposite side of savings is con-
sumption and spending and I've been frankly disappointed that as
we've established some stability with interest rates over the last
year or 18 months or so that we have not seen a corresponding in-
crease in savings. If you follow that premise and say that people
feel that their investments in a savings instrument of some sort
will keep track with inflation, we have not seen that happen.

Mr. VOLCKER. I agree with that and it's disappointing, and I
think it probably reinforces my skepticism, if that's the right word,
about our ability to either forecast or affect the rate of savings in
the short run.

The one area of savings, if you call it that, that you can affect
without any doubt, directly and decisively, is the Government defi-
cit, and I think that's the variable you have to work on.

Senator KARNES. Mr. Chairman, my time is over. Again, I regret
I did not have a chance to work with you more, but I got here as
soon as I could. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Karnes.
Mr. Chairman, when Senator Heinz was questioning you, he

asked you about the greater threat to stability in our economy and
you mentioned wages, the price of oil, the drop in the value of the
dollar obviously would reduce the competition from imports and
tend to be somewhat inflationary.

You didn't say anything—maybe I'm wrong and maybe I missed
it—about the deficit in this particular connection. We talked about
it this morning.

But how inflationary is it, in your judgment, is the enormous def-
icit we have and the deficit we are likely to have in the next few
years?

Mr. VOLCKER. Well, one answer to that question, and I guess the
right academic answer in a way, is that the deficit itself need not
be inflationary if we adhere to very disciplined monetary policy
and all the rest.

The question is, whether in the real world that's really possible
and feasible, given the distortions that the deficit injects into the
situation. And I don't think you can do it by monetary policy alone.

So I think the deficit contributes to a structural situation as it
persists over a period of time that increases the risk of inflation,
and I can't quantify that, but I think it creates a basic financial
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market structure and situation and economic structure that makes
us more vulnerable to accident, makes us more dependent on exter-
nal capital, more vulnerable to excessive declines in the dollar, and
an environment in which it is more difficult to run a restrained
monetary policy, all of which increase inflationary risks.

The CHAIRMAN. Now you devoted most of your career to public
service at a considerable financial sacrifice to you and your family.
As Senator Riegle pointed out, your family has certainly had to
share the sacrifice that you made. We now live in an era where
public service seems less attractive to our young people. Doing
deals and making a million dollars before age 30 seems to be the
name of the game. It's very tempting for our most gifted young
people to get into that area.

ENCOURAGE YOUNG PEOPLE TO CONSIDER PUBLIC SERVICE

Are there any steps we can take to encourage more of our young
people to consider public service as a noble and honorable profes-
sion under the circumstances?

Mr. VOLCKER. Well, if I can impose upon the committee a
moment to discuss that issue, Senator, a lot of nice things have
been said about my public service and, of course, I'm in a very
prominent position and there's a lot of rewards in another direc-
tion, but the Government isn't going to depend just on me in any
important way. There are millions of people out there that run the
Government.

I have had some concern, and I'm not alone, along the lines you
suggest, that the quality of the public service, the quality of the
career service, the quality of the semicareer service, if I may call it
that—maybe it's just a man who's getting older, but I don't think
the quality is going up; it's going down. And the attractiveness of
Government to young people, as you say, is diminishing or has di-
minished; it has not increased. It's harder to get them to come and
it's harder to get them to stay and that is all bad in a very funda-
mental way for the operation of the U.S. Government and for the
United States.

In fact, there have been studies of this. Brookings and AEI cor-
roborated on a study recently and came to the conclusion that
there is what they call a quiet crisis in this area and a lot of distin-
guished Americans have been concerned about it.

I'm going to put in a little plug here that some of them have
gotten together to make a commission on public service to arrive at
just the kind of recommendations, among other things, that you're
talking about, recommendations that I hope we can be back talking
about in a congressional forum, but concerns about what you can
do to interest young people, what should be done in the universities
or whatever.

Elmer Staats, Bob Schaetzel, Elliot Richardson, Senator Muskie,
Senator Mathias have all been active in this effort, and I'm some-
what familiar with it because they asked me to become the Chair-
man, so I agreed to take this on—I got my priorities backward,
taking on my extracurricular activities before my real activities—
but nonetheless, this question is on my mind and I'm not going to
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attempt to give you a complete answer. I have my own feelings
about it.

You mentioned pay earlier for Federal Reserve Governors. It's a
relevant question for more than Federal Reserve Governors, but I
don't think that's the whole question or answer at all. There are
many other things that enter into this equation and the whole
object of this commission is to give you a more complete answer, I
hope in 18 months or so, atid I hope we will have a sensible report
that attracts some attention in the Congress and elsewhere.

The CHAIRMAN. Unfortunately, my time is up. I'm going to sneak
in this question anyway because it won't take you long to answer
it.

Have you really stopped smoking cigars?
Mr. VOLCKER. I have a number of surplus boxes of cigars that

people were kind enough to send me back in the old days several
months ago when I smoked them and I'm going to send them up to
Senator Bond to take temptation away. [Laughter.]

The CHAIRMAN. I was just going to say the Banking Committee
room smells a lot better since you gave that up, and if Bond starts
smoking we're going to go back to the old smokey syndrome, but I
take it it's not El Ropo that you have.

Mr. VOLCKER. No, these are the good cigars that I didn't smoke.
That's why I still have them.

The CHAIRMAN. I wondered why Senator Bond asked that ques-
tion and he got paid off. [Laughter.]

Senator Heinz.
Senator HEINZ. No further questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Senator Graham.
Senator GRAHAM. Well, I can't resist my suggesting that most of

those cigars that he has left are the ones that were made in Tampa
since those are the best ones that he's saving.

The CHAIRMAN. Not in Cuba.
Senator GRAHAM. No comment.

NEGOTIATING AN INTERNATIONAL DEBT FACILITY

Mr. Chairman, I concluded with some questions on the Third
World debt and my final question was, in the bill that passed the
Senate recently on trade there was a provision for an encourage-
ment to the Secretary of the Treasury to consider negotiating an
international debt facility.

Do you have any comments as to whether that would be con-
structive?

Mr. VOLCKER. Well, in talking with the Secretary this morning,
he seemed to feel it has been watered down to the point that it was
livable. I very much see eye-to-eye with him on this issue, that I
did not think it was constructive to put in a directive in that bill
that would lead to false expectations and would lead people per-
haps to relax in doing the things it seems to me they have to be
doing in the hopes that there was going to be some grand solution
arising out of some international negotiation that as near as I can
see other countries aren't particularly interested in and don't see
much promise in.
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So I was concerned, as he was concerned, that it may lead to un-
warranted expectations and I understand, although I haven't
looked at it closely myself, that the language now included should
be sufficient to avoid that particular danger.

Senator GRAHAM. Are there any systemic recommendations that
you would have in terms of institutional change or creation rela-
tive to Third World debt?

Mr. VOLCKER. Well, it's clear that that problem, when you go
back and look at it over the past 15 years, not just the past 5 years
or so, you are forced to ask yourself, why did we get into it in the
first place in terms of this as well as other problems; and it does
raise questions about supervisory policies, about policies toward
banks and banking supervision in general that are difficult to
answer.

But I think we learned one lesson and that is—even in fair
weather days, which we thought we had in the 1960's and 1970's—
we've got to pay attention to such basic matters as bank capital
perhaps a little more than we did at those times when we let them
slip. A lot of this lending took place in an environment of much
more leverage and it wouldn't have been so easy to do lending if
we had been more insistent upon appropriate standards by the
banks at that time. It was never popular then when there was no
problem—but that's what we're here for.

The other thing that concerns me greatly from this dimension as
from others, as you grope with trade problems, as you grope with
budgetary problems, what seems to get the short end of the stick
much of the time is our participation in certain international ac-
tivities that seem to me absolutely critical to a cooperative develop-
ing world economy—the World Bank, the IMF, the regional devel-
opment banks.

If the United States can't support these institutions halfway ade-
quately, we can't expect that other countries will. We are the
leader and it seems to me that it is pretty cheap what we get at the
price. But it's both a question of budgetary money which has been
extremely difficult to get even at levels of funding that seem to me
absolutely minimal in terms of the problem—the debt problem and
otherwise—and beyond the funding, unrealistic restrictions that
are put upon the activities of these institutions that threaten to po-
tentially render them fairly impotent in dealing, for instance, with
the debt problem, and they have a large role to play in the debt
problem.

So I would leave you with a plea that in developing priorities
that go around budgetary restraints—I understand there are no
votes in this particular area and there are very few constituents
that are directly affected—it seems to me it is part and parcel of
American economic leadership that's essential to resolving the debt
problem and the international economic problem in general that's
getting too short shrift from the Congress, quite frankly, in terms
of the budgetary decisions and some other decisions.

Senator GRAHAM. Mr. Chairman, one final question in a different
field.

You have stated your belief in this committee's commitment to
looking at long-range restructuring of financial institutions and the
importance of that effort.
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Mr. Corrigan, of the New York Board, has submitted a proposal.
Could you comment on that as the first draft of what might be that
ultimate restructuring?

Mr. VOLCKER. Well, it's his proposal and not mine, and there are
some particular portions of it that I would question or debate, but
in terms of—as you might imagine—the general structure of that,
much of the basic argumentation and the basic points of departure
I fully share. So I think it is a very constructive element in the
debate that you are having and I hope that debate intensifies over
the coming months and I know that he has testified before you and
that proposal will be one of your important starting points in pro-
viding a constructive framework for the debate.

Senator GRAHAM. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Senator Bond.
Senator BOND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE DEFICIT

Chairman Volcker, in discussing a number of these questions,
you have focused on some of the problems that we have in interna-
tional trade and I would like your views on whether the interna-
tional trade deficit that we are running is in fact more related to
our Government deficits, our inability to save versus what we
borrow—would you say that is the major factor in our internation-
al trade deficit?

Mr. VOLCKER. I think without a question that is the major factor,
combined with what's going on abroad in the complement of those
kinds of policies.

If the sense of your question is, is that much more important
than specific trade practices, my answer is an unambiguous yes. I
mean, our deficit is not primarily an outgrowth of restrictive trade
practices abroad, although there are plenty of those, and the evi-
dence for that is this deficit has arisen over the past 3 or 4 years and
trade practices abroad have not changed appreciably over those 3 or
4 or 5 years. In some ways they have gotten worse and in other ways
have gotten better, but you cannot explain our $150 billion deficit by
a change in world trading practices where you have to look to these
other general economic sources.

Senator BOND. There are some in Congress who believe that by
legislation we can require other countries to lower the trade imbal-
ance they have with the United States.

What would be the economic impact of such a proposal?
Mr. VOLCKER. I think destructive, if it was implemented. It just

goes away from the whole idea of an open multilateral trading
system when you begin dealing with these balances presumably by
administrative means on a bilateral basis or a country-by-country
basis. It is the antithesis it seems to me of the kind of trading
system that the United States took the leadership in forging during
the postwar years.

Senator BOND. Would you favor us with any comments you have
on the measure that the Senate just passed this week dealing with
international trade? Have we gone too far toward protectionism?
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Mr. VOLCKER. Well, I think you almost certainly have, without
having looked at the bill in detail. And I am not going to comment
on it in detail because I haven't looked at it in detail. But it is my
impression, yes, you are going too far.

Let me throw in one—while you're on this subject—again, I'm no
great expert, but there is one negotiation going on that seems to
me in a constructive direction and that is the free trade negotia-
tion with Canada and there are some important issues left open
there, but it's a very important matter in Canada. It tends to get
more overlooked in the United States.

But in the midst of this whole trade problem and trade legisla-
tion, I would hope that there can be a breakthrough in those nego-
tiations and that it does receive the amount of attention that's nec-
essary in a sympathetic way in the Senate. It's going to have to be
approved by the Congress. I hope there's some attention paid to
that. Time is short for various procedural reasons that I don't fully
understand, but you've only got a couple of months to complete
that negotiation and I hope it can be constructively completed.

Senator BOND. One other area, Mr. Chairman. I was visiting with
an officer from the central bank of one of our allies who expressed
great puzzlement over the large number of financial institution
failures and problems during a time of unprecedented economic
progress and he asked what would happen if we went into a reces-
sion.

Do you have a view? Are these problems sectoral problems? Is
there something more at work? How would you answer that?

Mr. VOLCKER. Part of it is sectoral obviously. We have had these
enormous pressures in agriculture and energy, both of which I
think, to be a little more optimistic, show some signs of bottoming
out and it makes people feel better and maybe from the credit
standpoint is getting a little better finally. There is some evidence
that we have turned the corner.

But if you just look at the sheer number of bank failures let's
say, that is an important element in it, But I am afraid something
else has been going on, too; that even if you look beyond those sec-
toral questions, you have some strains, some pressures, some ten-
dencies toward nonperforming loans, toward nonperforming credits
of various sorts either in the banking system or the savings and loan
system, after 4!/2 years of economic expansion.

Normally, at this period of time, except for particular sectoral
problems, these kinds of indications of strain or credit problems
should be diminishing toward the vanishing point. They have not
this time. I think that is a reflection of what Senator Shelby and
others were talking about during this period where we've been on
this great ride of more borrowing, more leveraging in every direc-
tion; and it shows up, among other places, in bad credits. And it
has sure shown up in a way that is troublesome.

That is another matter I think this committee has to look at. It
has to look at it from a number of aspects, but to what extent is
this in its extremes, including some of those savings and loans that
we were referring to earlier, aided and abetted by the workings of
the deposit insurance system now where you can, in effect, bet on
the Government's money. That is a very difficult problem to deal
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with in the midst of all these pressures and strains, but I think
you're going to have to look at it.

Senator BOND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Shelby.
Senator SHELBY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Volcker, oftentimes, we repair ourselves to Europe where it

seems that a lot of the European countries have so many mandated
benefits in the work force and compare the job creation ability of
the United States economy to Europe and, in a sense, there's no
comparison, as you've talked about and written about and others
have.

IMPACT OF MANDATED BENEFITS

I want to ask you this question. How inflationary to our economy
are mandated benefits such as raising the minimum wage and then
indexing it and mandated health benefits, which would probably be
followed by other things, to a lot of small businesses, marginal op-
erators in this country; and will measures such as these cost us
jobs and cost us some gilt that we have had in our economy?

Mr. VOLCKER. Well, I think the answer to that question is, yes, in
general terms, but it's really a question of how much and what you
buy for it.

Senator SHELBY. Well, that will have to be measured, but still it
will cost, will it not?

Mr. VOLCKER. It will cost. Of course, it's my social preference I
suppose, but I would think there might be a difference in that judg-
ment between the minimum wage which I see as not helping very
many—I don't know who that's supposed to help, but it has some
problems because it prices people out of the market and maybe
somebody at the margin is favorably affected but whether that's
worth paying the cost or not——

Senator SHELBY. But it also raises the tier for other things,
doesn't it?

Mr. VOLCKER. Well, yes, and to that extent you get into inflation.
There's no question it works in the direction of an inflationary
push on costs and I puzzle as to where the offsetting benefit is, let's
say, as opposed to health insurance where it also imposes a cost
and may be a problem, but I can understand health insurance is a
pretty important problem, if you don't have health insurance, and
that's a vital social issue.

So I think all these issues have to be looked at on their merits
and I do not think myself the country has suffered from not raising
the minimum wage over the past whatever it is—4 or 5 years. I am
not saying catastrophe is going to ensue with a modest increase in
the minimum wage at this point, but why? What are you accom-
plishing? Is there a positive result? I know the bad side effects
which you allude to.

Senator SHELBY. But in Europe, as I pointed out in prefacing my
question to you, they do have so many of these mandated benefits
that seems in a sense from studies and writings by the economists
and different people to put a drag on their ability to create jobs all
at once.
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Mr. VOLCKER. Well, they are more worried about the inflationary
ramifications than we have been and they have more of these pro-
grams, but they also have—I won't pose any great expertise—but
the generosity of benefits to those who are unemployed and the
permanence of it leads to or reinforces a resistance to moving from
the north of England to the south of England or from the north of
Germany to the south of Germany where the job creation is more
rapid and, therefore, it clearly places a drag on economic growth.

Senator SHELBY. And it's continuance interference with the basic
market forces in our economy, isn't it, in a sense, any kind of man-
dated benefit?

Mr. VOLCKER. That's true, by definition.
Senator SHELBY. With the natural economic forces that we talk

about?
Mr. VOLCKER. Yes.
Senator SHELBY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Sasser.

OPENING REMARKS OF SENATOR SASSER

Senator SASSER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I want to
apologize to you and to Chairman Volcker for being tardy in get-
ting here this morning.

Mr. Chairman, I must say that I think we are on the verge of
experiencing a great public loss when Paul Volcker leaves as
Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, and quite frankly, I feel a
sense of private loss that he's not going to be there any more.

Chairman Volcker, I think you've served in your position with
great distinction at a time when a steady hand was certainly
needed at the helm. I think you brought great stature to the posi-
tion of Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board and have distin-
guished yourself with your service there.

Now I have not always agreed with your policies and have not
agreed with them pretty strongly on occasion, particularly back in
1981 and in 1982. And I d like to just be retrospective for a moment
if I could and get the benefit of your accumulated wisdom as you
lay down the burden or anticipate laying down the burden as
Chairman of the Fed.

Back in 1981 and 1982, I felt and a number of my colleagues on
this committee felt and a number of economists felt that the Fed
had simply gone too far in pursuing what we perceived to be an
overly restrictive monetary policy.

I want to inquire of you whether you believe today in the
summer of 1987 that trying to wring the last iota of inflation out of
the economy in 1981 and 1982 was too extreme, gave us the worst
recession we had had since the 1930's, or if you had to do it all over
again would you do it just the way you did it?

HINDSIGHT

Mr. VOLCKER. Well, hindsight is a wonderful thing.
Senator SASSER. It is, indeed.
Mr. VOLCKER. But I'm not inclined to second guess our perform-

ance during 1982, to be perfectly frank about it, although that was
the bottom of the recession. You can always sit back and say, well,
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if they had only eased 3 months earlier or something you might
have avoided a few tenths of a percent of the unemployment rate
and maybe you wouldn't have lost much on the inflation rate—I
don't know.

I am not inclined to think, looking backward from the benefit of
this particular point of hindsight and looking at that very difficult
situation that has materialized into a 4J/2 year expansion, one of
the longest in peacetime history that has been accompanied so
far—setting aside the current bulge—with a continuing decline in
the inflation rate, with costs and wages under pretty good control,
the outlook for the economy seeming reasonable, I am not inclined
to go back there and agonize about 1982.

I'm not saying we never made any mistakes. Obviously, anybody
makes mistakes. The obvious mistakes I think we made in the Fed-
eral Reserve or Federal Reserve related policies were more in 1980
when we had this experiment with credit controls and a sudden
drop in the economy and then kind of overstimulation, all in a rel-
atively small period of time which probably set back the basic
effort or delayed the basic effort and the basic agony, as well as the
benefits.

I am not inclined to be too introspective about 1982, frankly.
Senator SASSER. Well, maybe we'll have to wait and read your

memoirs to really get the full measure of it. But I sometimes
wonder—what do you think would have happened if OPEC hadn't
collapsed to a certain extent and oil prices hadn't dropped precipi-
tously? What would have happened?

Would we still have been successful, do you think?
Mr. VOLCKER. Well, I don't think that's an independent event.

It's partly an independent event, but part of dealing with this per-
petual, to some degree self-cumulating, movement in oil prices and
the overshooting of oil prices was a reflection of the inflationary
environment, and bringing that process to an end was in part at
least a reflection of a disinflationary environment.

So I don't think you can set that aside and say, look, the oil price
is an entirely independent event and what would have happened to
the inflation rate if that had not happened and that wasn't due to
monetary policy or fiscal policy or whatever. These were interrelat-
ed events and I would suggest if we hadn't had an anti-inflationary
policy, the oil price today wouldn't be $20 or wherever it is, it
would have continued to go up for a considerable while anyway in
the direction it was going before that.

Senator SASSER. Well, they tell me my time is up, Mr. Chairman.
I just say this to Chairman Volcker. We are going to miss you
around here and it's been a great pleasure for many of us over the
years to watch you operate and perform before this committee and
I wish you the best of luck in your future endeavors.

Mr. VOLCKER. Well, I permitted the committee attendance to
dwindle to just you and the chairman, but I fear I have not empha-
sized enough what I have said in my written statement—how much
I have enjoyed the interplay with the committee and reporting to
the committee and I appreciate the many, many courtesies that
you have given me in this room and elsewhere.

Senator SASSER. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Sasser.
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Chairman Volcker, I seldom disagree with my good friend, Jim
Sasser. He's a tine Senator and a great member of the committee.
But I vigorously disagree with him on the 1981-1982 policies. I
think that was, without question, your finest contribution, your
toughest, most painful contribution. You got overwhelming criti-
cism from the administration and from the Congress and from
business and from virtually everybody else, but you stood the
course. You were tough. You maintained the position you did. You
held your Governors in line. I thought you did a superb job under
the toughest kind of circumstances.

There's no question in my mind, the one reason we were able to
get inflation under control was what you did and we all take credit
for it but you were the one that did it.

Mr. VOLCKER. It was partly the Governors holding me in line.
They go together.

The CHAIRMAN. I doubt that.

BUILD A WALL TO SEPARATE BANKING AND NONBANKING ACTIVITIES

In his nomination hearing, Alan Greenspan said he could see no
problem in allowing commercial and industrial firms to own and
operate banks as long as a fire wall could be erected to separate
the banking and nonbanking activities.

He went on to say he thought it was feasible to erect such a wall.
What's wrong with that argument? Why can't we build an air-

tight wall between banking and nonbanking activities within a
single corporate organization?

Mr. VOLCKER. It's a matter I've thought about, of course, a great
deal. I don't know exactly how he would define the fire wall.

My view has been that it is very difficult to take a corporate or-
ganization and insulate one part from another fully. When push
comes to shove, it gets managed as a whole and there is an enor-
mous effort, if you have laws as we do now between parts of a bank
holding company, between the bank and the rest of the holding
company—it's almost impossible to write those laws in a way that
provides full insulation.

Even if you could—and maybe you could by being absolutely dra-
conian—then I have to ask the question, who's interested in
owning the bank? I mean, if it's really operated as an entirely free-
standing institution, there are going to be very few industrial com-
panies that are going to want to own a bank. It would just be port-
folio diversification.

The CHAIRMAN. And what economic benefit does the system get
by having the commercial firm own a bank under those circum-
stances?

Mr. VOLCKER. Weil, I think the dangers obviously exceed any
benefits there might be. The only benefit that I know of that is
pushed is it's a way of getting capital into the banking system. I
think that's a matter of how profitable basically the banking
system is, what the future of banking is, and if the future of bank-
ing is good and reasonably profitable—and it's tied up in all your
questions of banking reform—capital will flow into the industry
whether or not you permit combinations of commerce and banking.
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I don't think there's any question that capital will flow where the
returns are adequate.

So I don't really worry about that aspect and I do see some dan-
gers and I think many of the proponents of nonbank banking or
combinations of commerce and banking are quite open in saying
they are interested in it because they want to operate the business-
es in tandem. They want to have joint marketing. They want to
draw upon synergies. I think that's obviously right. That's why
they want to get into it. But it is precisely in that area where the
dangers lie.

The CHAIRMAN. The July 6 edition of "Bank Letter" contained
an article on the subject of whether loan loss reserves would be
counted as part of a bank's primary capital. The article noted that
bank regulators would prefer to exclude loan loss reserves from
primary capital. It quoted one U.S. regulatory official as saying,
"The real problem is that banks have got 5 to 6 percent capital but
only 2 percent equity. The rest is loan loss reserves."

Do you think loan loss reserves should be counted as part of a
bank's primary capital? If so, why?

Mr. VOLCKER. I think it's almost impossible to give a yes or no,
black and white answer to that question. I think we clearly do
have a problem now in how we define it and how we approach this
question.

Traditionally, right or wrong—and I question whether it was the
most desirable approach—many years ago it was decided to include
general reserves as part of capital. In the American banking
system, almost all reserves are considered to be general reserves
and you can make that argument and we proceeded on that basis.

And if you set the level adequately, it's all right. You know they
are in there and you set the level adequately.

What these recent actions spotlight is you don't have a pure con-
cept of a general reserve which might logically be included along
with equity as part of general capital. It has something of the
nature of a specific reserve against particular risks and if those
risks are real and exceptional, it does raise a question as to wheth-
er that portion at least or some portion of the capital provision
should be considered on a one-for-one basis alongside equity. And I
think the conceptual answer to that has to be no.

How you arrive at an explicit pragmatic decision of how much
should be included and what arrangements are made in that con-
nection is something we have to grapple with—it's not going to be
we any more—they are going to have to grapple with in coming
weeks and months, and we've begun grappling with it. I don't have
an answer to report to you now but it is very much on the agenda
and I think it will be resolved and some decisions will have to be
made in connection with this whole risk-based capital proposal.

The CHAIRMAN. It could be a very, very important issue come an-
other recession.

Mr. VOLCKER. Well, it's an important issue right now and obvi-
ously an important issue come another recession. Of course, to the
extent some of these risks materialize and the loans are written
down, the reserves would be written down too and it would become
apparent in the capital position and be taken into account. But we
want to take it into account before that.
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The whole object of the thing is to have enough capital in prepa-
ration for the risks, not after the risks materialize. So it's a very
real issue and I might just say, just to bring you up to date, this
whole risk-based capital question has been somewhat delayed—we
have reached a basic agreement with the Bank of England—I hope
constructively delayed because there is the potential clearly, maybe
more rapidly than I might have imagined, of reaching agreement
more comprehensively internationally with both the Common
Market, Japan, and with Canada at the same time. And so we've
got a few more rounds of discussion to see whether that can be
done by the end of the year.

The CHAIRMAN. That would be good.
Mr. VOLCKER. But central to that discussion is precisely the ques-

tion you raise because different countries do it differently and
we're going to have to resolve that question as part of that interna-
tional agreement.

The CHAIRMAN. Now that you are departing from the Board it's
possible to ask you questions I couldn't ask you otherwise.

COMPARING PRESIDENTS CARTER AND REAGAN

One thing I'm very curious about is your relationship with Presi-
dents Carter and Reagan. How often did you personally meet with
these two Presidents and how did they approach issues of monetary
policy? How were they similar and how were they different?

Mr. VOLCKER. There's an old saying, there's not such a thing as
an indiscreet question, there's only an indiscreet answer. [Laugh-
ter.]

And I want to be careful about that. I obviously served under
President Carter for 18 months I guess as compared to a much
longer period with President Reagan, and I think I would go so far
as to say that I met more frequently with President Carter on a
greater variety of issues than with President Reagan.

But partly that may be natural. I was initially appointed, of
course, by President Carter and I think that may set up the poten-
tial anyway for a somewhat different psychological situation and
relationship.

And I'm not sure there is any rule as to how this should work.
There is an argument I think against any Chairman of the Federal
Reserve working too closely with an administration and too closely
with a President. I don't know where the line should be and I
think it depends a lot upon particular circumstances, particular
personalities. But I don't think there is any uniform answer to just
what that relationship should be.

The CHAIRMAN. How did they approach the issue of monetary
policy, or did they?

Mr. VOLCKER. Pardon me?
The CHAIRMAN. Did you discuss monetary policy with either one?
Mr. VOLCKER. Well, obviously, yes, that came up occasionally.
The CHAIRMAN. On occasion?
Mr. VotCKER. But at the time I was appointed by President

Carter I think he had some reason to understand the direction in
which I thought policy had to go and that wasn't really a question.

The CHAIRMAN. And President Reagan?
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Mr. VOLCKER. Well, he inherited me, so
The CHAIRMAN. Did he have ideas as to where monetary policy

should go?
Mr. VOLCKER. Yes. I think you saw some of those ideas expressed

publicly by the administration from time to time.
The CHAIRMAN. You've made a number of hard decisions as

Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board. As you look back over
your distinguished service on the Board, which decision gave you
the most trouble?

Mr. VOLCKER. If I answer that question now I would probably be
sorry because I would think of something else as soon as I go back
out the door, so I guess I'm not going to answer—I'll have to save
that one for my memoirs. I'd simply have to think about it instead
of giving you an offhand answer. Lots of them give me trouble. I
don't make decisions all that easily.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any improvements you would like to
suggest in the procedures for formulating monetary policy and ex-
plaining the actions of the Board to the public?

NEED FOR CLEARER GUIDELINES FOR POLICY

Mr. VOLCKER. I do have the feeling that—we are often criticized
for this and I don't accept the criticism in one sense and I do in
another sense—that it is helpful—you have made this point—it is
helpful to have some clearer guidelines for policy and something
that more approaches a rule.

I don't think we'll ever get to ironclad rules, but the more you
have an understanding among yourselves and with the public and
with the Congress about what the rule is, in some ways things are
much easier. And it's easier to do what would otherwise be maybe
politically very tough. We get criticized for making too many ad
hoc judgments. Well, I don't think our judgments are totally ad
hoc, but I do think we feel forced, and I feel forced, to take account
of many shifting circumstances in making particular operational
decisions these days. I wish it wasn't so because it's easier to ex-
plain with a rule. We have not had extemely tough decisions in the
last few years in terms of very large changes in monetary policy.
In an operational sense, the changes have been quite small and
almost nuances. We go for months without changing anything.

But if you had to make bigger changes and in difficult circum-
stances, it helps to have kind of clearer rules of the road, simpler
rules of the road, but I don't know how you do that right now.

But you asked what you would like to see changed over a period
of time, if somebody can come up with those rules of the road—and
in different economic circumstances they seem to make sense—I
think that's good.

One thing we do now, and obviously we have felt forced to do
this, and it is consistent with international policy conclusions,
policy conclusions of the administration as well as ourselves—we
have paid attention and felt we had to pay attention to the stabili-
ty of the dollar. Now that's, in a sense, a response to a particular
set of developments at the moment.

But one of the questions is, should that not be part of a more
organized international and domestic monetary system? And I
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think that remains an open question and I have some sympathy in
thinking of that in a more institutional basis as well in terms of a
particular response to a particular situation in 1987.

The CHAIRMAN. Under Secretary Gould has suggested that the
United States needs to develop 5 to 10 megabanks in order to main-
tain competitiveness in the U.S. banking system internationally.
Do you agree?

Mr. VOLCKER. Well, I don't know whether he said it, but I don't
visualize the United States with 5 or 6 megabanks, no. And I think
we are a long ways from that. I don't know what he meant by me-
gabanks. I don't think there are any limitations now on the growth
of American banking institutions that make them noncompetitive
either nationally or internationally, particularly with the progress
which has been made which I, of course, strongly favor toward
interstate banking. We've had some differences on that, but I do
think that that is a necessary and positive response to the situation
as it exists today.

But I don't think we have to deliberately go out and create some-
thing called megabanks. I think you will have some bigger banks
and some smaller banks and I hope the United States has a big va-
riety of sizes, types, shapes, forms of banks in the future.

The CHAIRMAN. I have two more brief questions. First, we've
stressed this on the committee and you have made this a very im-
portant matter. That is the independence of the Board Is the key-
stone of our monetary system.

GREATEST THREATS TO THE INDEPENDENCE OF THE FED

What, in your opinion, are the greatest threats to the independ-
ence of the Federal Reserve and what steps can we take to pre-
serve the Fed's independence?

Mr. VOLCKER. Well, I think you have the obvious ordinary, recur-
ring foreseen threat that Congress has always seen in making up
the Federal Reserve, that you have political questions in respond-
ing to all the short-term political considerations that exist to
produce easier money than the basic situation warrants and the
long-term health of the currency and the economy warrants. That
has been perceived historically as the threat. I think it's there, it's
continuing and it's always going to be there. And it's the basic jus-
tification for the independence of the Federal Reserve.

I do think that it has another dimension which is sometimes
overlooked, and that's the regulatory side. And, again, we've dis-
cussed this from time to time in the past, but I do think it is a ben-
efit to have banking regulation in this case—the same principle
may be applied to other parts of the regulatory process—not be
conducted by agencies whose sole responsibility is banking regula-
tion, and that may develop such close ties and allegiance to the in-
dustry that they regulate that you don't get effective independent
regulation in the public interest as opposed to the perceived indus-
try interest which may sometimes be a very short-run interest.

I think you see some of the results of that, as I said the other
day, in the situation we have in the savings and loan industry
today. I think the currently and immediately past Federal Home
Loan Bank Board have been fighting very hard to restore some reg-
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ulatory supervisory discipline in that area. But they inherited a sit-
uation created over a period of years where I think the approach of
the regulatory authorities was lax and incomplete and it's support-
ed in the Congress in that. I don't think it was—you can't just
point the finger at the regulatory agencies. They probably would
argue that Congress almost directed them to be that way and that
was their sole responsibility and I think we are reaping some of the
results.

The CHAIRMAN. At the same time, don't we have a competition
in laxity with three commercial bank regulators?

Mr. VOLCKER. I think that can be a problem, too. We got into this
discussion through the independence of the Federal Reserve and
obviously the Federal Reserve is not the most popular banking reg-
ulator. That's because we are misunderstood rather than because
of anything we do, but for better or worse, we are not always popu-
lar and that steams up a lot of the people we regulate, and I think
a lot of them would just as soon attack our independence, although
they have generally been defenders of the institutional independ-
ence of the Federal Reserve. When they get all worked up on regu-
latory issues, they begin wondering about the Federal Reserve
itself, and we understand that, but I think there is that problem.
It's just an area that has to be watched a bit.

The CH^IBMAN. A final question. As you are leaving the Board,
what words of advice would you impart to your successor, Alan
Greenspan?

Mr. VOLCKER. I think any useful word of advice I might impart
to him privately, but I don't think that I have any single dramatic
piece of advice to give him. He seems to be a man of very solid
judgment and solid instincts and he certainly is a well-prepared
economist. So I'm not sure he needs much advice.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you, Chairman Volcker. As every-
body else has said here, you've done a magnificent job. We are very
grateful to you. We are going to miss you very, very much and I do
hope that you will come back and give us the benefit of your
wisdom often.

Mr. VOLCKER. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will stand adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:05 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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